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Technical data

* 2x25m steel rope connection
* Cable entry 2x M25 threaded hole
* Contacts NC contact pinch action, direct opening
* Protection IP 68 / EN52960 
* Contact status: NC + NO standard.
  (Optionally 4NO + 4NC can be added.)

* Housing material complex aluminum casting.
* Weight Standard ... 2.4kg
* Operating temperature - from 40 ° C to + 85 ° C
* Electrostatic oven paint. (Durability resistant)

The design of the NSR22-PR series KBT switches is 100% compatible with the heavy industrial 
conditions.

It guarantees reliable service for many years with aluminum housings.
Rope switches are double-sided use with a maximum of 2X50 meters os steel dagger mounted.
Taking one of these ropes, it activates one of these spirals through the contacts of the sudden 
movement mechanism independently of the direction of movement.
At the same time, the latch will be automatically triggered when the switch is turned on.

Traction direction is determined by the direction of the key with the latch handle.
The direct opening system of the contacts applies force in the open position to the 
NC contacts in each case. Micro switches can be connected to these switches up to 4.

These types of emergency stop switches are designed to be mounted between two ends of a 
steel rope mounted on a conveyor belt parallel.The length of the ropes should not be prolonged. 
it should be installed at a distance of 50 meters from both sides. The key is actuated by pulling the 
rope from a possible direction, after which the switch is automatically locked and must be restored 
to normal with the reset line.

* It has EN60947-1, EN60947-5-1, EN60204-1 standards.
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Product Selection Table

In cast housing switch selection table.

NSR22 PR 11 LGT

PR : Pull Cord Emergency Stop Switch
BM : Belt Misalignment Band Switch

NSR22 : Aluminum Casting Case
TPR28 :  Glass Fiber Reinforced Polyester

11 : 1 NO + 1 NC Contact
22 : 2 No + 2 NC Contact
33 : 3 NO + 3 NC Contact

LGT: Alarm Light
EX :  Exproof Area Approved 

Product code Contacts Reset Optionally
NSR22-PR-11 1NO+1NC Available

Available
Available

Alarm Light  Ex 
NSR22-PR-22 2NO+2NC  

-
Alarm Light  Ex -
Alarm Light  Ex -NSR22-PR-33 3NO+3NC

Check: After the installation is complete, check any electrical and mechanical functions.
Maintenance: No maintenance work is required for KBT conveyor applications.
Electrical Installation: Open four screws on the covers. The microswitch in the installation area is 
internally wired on the direct switch. Provide the electrical connection in accordance with the 
instructions of the line in place. Then retighten the cover and tighten with a torque of 3 Nm.

These emergency stop switches are designed to be mounted between the two ends of a steel 
cord mounted parallel to the conveyor belt. The length of the ropes should not be prolonged. 
it should be installed at a distance of 50 meters from both sides.The key is actuated by pulling 
the rope from a possible direction. after which the key is self-locking. it is necessary to return to 
normal with the reset arm.

The certificate is in the approval phase.
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KBT is brand of "İmaj Teknik"


